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SCENES FROM THE PAST 
by 

WILLIAM L.  HISS 
President, New Mexico Geological Society 

INTRODUCTION 

Several members of the New Mexico Geological Society 
have expressed an interest in recalling memorable events in the 
history of the Geological Society. With the Silver Anniversary 
Field Conference at hand, it seems appropriate to commence 
what is hoped will be a series of illustrated articles containing 
brief descriptions of past events in the history of the Geolog-
ical Society and highlights from the geological exploration of 
New Mexico. 

The Geological Society needs the cooperation and support 
of "those that were there" in order to accomplish this worth 
while objective. Please search through your dusty fi les for 
those "long forgotten" photographs of you and your associ-
ates and loan them to the officers of the Geological Society 
who will have them copied and promptly returned to you. A 
brief, but complete, narrative containing the names of the 
people shown in the photos, the location and date on which 
the photo was taken, a description of the geological features 
shown, and the general background information that will be of 
interest to your colleagues should accompany each photo-
graph. With your help, we will "recapture the past". 

TWENTY -FIVE YEARS AGO 

Dr. Vincent C. Kelley, General Chairman of the first field 
conference, and 195 geologists departed Albuquerque on 
November 3, 1950 for Pagosa Springs, Colorado for a look at 
the geology of the San Juan basin of northwestern New 
Mexico and southwestern Colorado. Overnight stops were 
made at Pagosa Springs and Durango with the field conference 
ending at Molas Lake, Colorado on the third day. 

An excellent account of the first field conference and the 
beginning of what has gradually evolved into a traditional 
annual event is available in Stuart Northrop's "History of the 
New Mexico Geological Society". The first guidebook was 
compiled and edited by Vin Kel ley with the assistance of 
Edward C. Beaumont and Caswell Silver. Ed and Cas are listed 
as "Sub-editors" in the preface to the first guidebook (second 
printing now available); presumably they would be deemed 
"Co-editors" in more modern times. Dr. Sherman A. Wengerd 
is l isted as an "Advisor", a posit ion Sherm has fi l led con-
tinuously throughout the past 25 years. Ed Beaumont and 
Emory Arnold have contributed articles to both the 1st and 
25th guidebooks—a fact worthy of note. 

The photographs of the first field conference were prepared 
from Kodachrome slides generously loaned to the author by 
Sherm Wengerd, University of New Mexico (photos 1-17) and 
Robert  A.  B ieberman, New Mexico Bureau of  Mines and 
Mineral Resources (photos 18-22). Bob was a flagman during 
the first conference and, like Sherm, has been active in the 
affairs of the Geological Society from that time to the present. 
Sherm and Bob have also kindly contributed the comments 
relating to the photographs. 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 


